The Teaching
of Amos & Andy
The Seventh
Commandment
COMMENTARY: I am a
woman. And it has been a life
where others whether guru,
organization, men try to bind
you through sex. And I have
learned that you do not repeat
the running of red lights by
obeying the Ten
Commandments. When there
is the sexual binding, they pull upon the tie. I walk away and say back,
“I do not need this, I have the Christ path.” I have the Word. When
Christ is savior, it means you are saved by scripture.
ANDREA of Chicago: The Seventh Commandment is:
Thou shall not commit fornication and adultery. No sexual
misconduct.
The original Seventh Commandment was
“Thou Shall Not Commit Fornication and Adultery”
MOSES
MOTHER MARY: It is not
“The eighth or ninth commandment of God is:
Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor.”
MOSES: This is not accurately recorded. This is not one of the
Commandments. We will try to find it in the Talmud as this is
how it is represented in Deuteronomy.
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DEPUTY AMOS: Try to be able to discern this. You see that
whether you are a Bill Clinton whom Nostredame called an adulterer,
you see he sold out the nation in NAFTA being an adulterer.
DEPUTY ANDY: Which government program can you trust? You
cannot be trusted if you are a fornicator— White or Negroid—
whom can you trust and obey of these? And if you would learn this
Eighth Commandment, you the Negroid will have a great freedom.
It is a greater freedom in discernment. Who will lead you?
You look for leaders and then you know this trap— not to go into
the trap..
DEPUTY AMOS: It is where “free” sex is not free.
DEPUTY ANDY: Just being smug and comfortable breaking the
Eighth Commandment does not make it freedom that you would be
living in. It will give you the ability to see who you can trust, and fear
can be overcome that much easier.
George Washington Carver: This is not about race color to see
who you can trust.
DEPUTY AMOS: You ask directly a family member if he has
fornicated and decide to leave as this is not a person you can trust
any longer.
DEPUTY ANDY: You are taking control of your surroundings that
helps you to be who you are and not constantly living in a lie.
DEPUTY AMOS: It is a formidable problem. Can you see why
simply an Alcoholics Anonymous program is NOT enough? You
had been of the slave class to have someone over you, someone
now wants to be in that position to have you in slavery reenacted once again
DEPUTY ANDY: You need the strength inherent in Judaeo. He
considers himself guru over you.
MOSES: Do not use the word Judaism It is characterized as a set of
beliefs. It is not. Therefore the religion is Judaeo just as you think of
Christianity as a religion. Even this word has a negative connotation to
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it, for having “Judaism” being coined by those converting to
Christians who saw them as separate from one another when it is one
lineage! We will have to see with time if people understand that it is
one lineage not two and that Jesus Christ did a great disservice to
humanity by starting a new religion.
MOTHER MARY: Then others were then doing the same, starting
new religions.
MOSES: Judaeo is the correct pronunciation. Not Judeo like rodeo.
MOTHER MARY: Judaeo is part of the lineage. Using Judaism is a
put-down.

DEPUTY ANDY: Life for you does not need to be a trying of the
law.
MOSES: The other Commandments yet are just as important to you.
You cannot cross over to the New City without the troublebrewing thinking.
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